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BME Growth closes June with three new
listings: ARTECHE, PARLEM TELECOM and
INBEST VII SOCIMI
ARTECHE celebrated the traditional bell ringing on June 11 at the trading floor
of Bilbao, while PARLEM TELECOM did the same in Barcelona on June 22.
ARTECHE, a company specialized in the design, manufacture and marketing
of electrical equipment present in the areas of power generation, transport and
distribution, was listed on BME Growth after raising more than €40 million
through a mixed operation that combined a capital increase with partial
divestment of the main shareholders. The company debuted with an initial
valuation of €225 million.
On the other hand, PARLEM TELECOM, with an initial valuation of €45.5
million, is a telecoms operator from Catalonia that provides comprehensive
telecommunications services for individuals and companies. It joined to BME
Growth after raising 12.5 million euro through a capital increase subscribed by
235 shareholders.
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CATENON celebrates its 10th
anniversary as a listed company
on BME Growth

BME Growth companies increase
their turnover by 6% and employ a
25% more in 2020

CATENON, the tech company specialized
in data-driven recruitment services
celebrates 10 years as a BME Growth
company.

Companies listed on BME Growth
managed to increase their turnover and
create jobs in a year 2020 marked by the
pandemic. According to the financial
information released by these companies,
their turnover increased by 6% last year, to
2.17 billion euro, with a compound
annual growth in the last seven years of
20.8%.

Yann Rambousek, CFO of CATENON,
highlights BME Growth’s great work in
advising and supporting the company,
which has had a positive impact not only
on its financials and corporate governance,
but also on allowing Catenon to make
strategic corporate steps that would not
have been possible without being a listed
company on this market.
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• Sales: €2.17 billion, +6% compared to
2019.
• EBITDA: €709 million, -10% compared to
2019.
• Workforce: 11,583 employees, +25%
compared to 2019.
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MIGROUP on the way to joining to
BME Growth

New success case for the Pre
Market Enviroment

MIOGROUP, an independent Spanish
group established as a strategic
consultancy that specialises in the
integration of marketing and digital
transformation services, is routed to BME
Growth after the Coordination and
Admissions Committee of this market has
submitted the corresponding favourable
report.

The Pre Market Environment (EpM),
BME’s training and networking programme
that prepares SMEs in expansion to know
the functioning of capital markets and how
to access to private and institutional
investors, has achieved one of its most
important milestones.

MIOGROUP is carrying out an IPO with
the aim of broadening its shareholding
structure and raising capital to undertake
its growth phase.

With the incorporation of PARLEM
TELECOM, there are already two
companies that have jumped into BME
Growth from the EpM. The first company
to make the leap was SOLUCIONES
CUATROOCHENTA, in October 2020.
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BME Growth companies research
Issuer

Research firm

Date

Link

Panagea Oncology

Lighthouse

25/06/2021

Read

Facephi

Lighthouse

10/05/2021

Read

Clerhp Estructuras

Researchfy

10/05/2021

Read

Tier 1 Technology

GVC Gaesco

07/05/2021

Read

Greenalia

GVC Gaesco

06/05/2021

Read
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